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A Survey on Progressive Visualization

Abstract—Currently, growing data sources and long-running algorithms impede user attention and interaction with visual analytics applications. Progressive visualization (PV) and visual analytics (PVA) alleviate this problem by allowing immediate feedback and interaction with large datasets and complex computations, avoiding waiting for complete results by using partial results improving with time. Yet, creating a progressive visualization requires more effort than a regular visualization but also opens up new possibilities, such as steering the computations towards more relevant parts of the data, thus saving computational resources. However, there is currently no comprehensive overview of the design space for progressive visualization systems. We surveyed the related work of PV and derived a new taxonomy for progressive visualizations by systematically categorizing all PV publications that included visualizations with progressive features. Progressive visualizations can be categorized by well-known visualization taxonomies, but we also found that progressive visualizations can be distinguished by the way they manage their data processing, data domain, and visual update. Furthermore, we identified key properties such as uncertainty, steering, visual stability, and real-time processing that are significantly different with progressive applications. We also collected evaluation methodologies reported by the publications and conclude with statistical findings, research gaps, and open challenges. A continuously updated visual browser of the survey data is available at visualsurvey.net/pva.

1 INTRODUCTION

The research field of progressive visualization (PV) and visual analytics (PVA) have gained increasing attention in the past years to use more complex algorithms processed over ever larger data sources. Although the name progressive visual analytics is relatively new, the core concept of creating a progressively improving representation of large data or time-intensive algorithms was already introduced over 20 years ago. PVA can be split into data processing and visual-interactive parts. While data processing has been the main subject of several studies, e.g., [21, 34], visualization aspects, on the contrary, received less attention. This survey focuses on the design of progressive visualizations. Earlier research for this concept is also known as incremental visualization [23], online visualization [34], fine-grain visualization [88], progressive visualization [25], per-iteration visualization [49], optimistic visualization [64], or approximate visualization [52]. This shows that the research field is applied in many domains but is not completely defined and still has many open questions that have to be explored. One of these questions is what makes a visualization progressive compared to traditional, non-progressive (instantaneous, monolithic, or eager [5]) visualizations. Therefore, we decided to gather all PVA-related publications which provide a progressive visualization for data analytics and created the first survey in this research area.

As we will see in this survey, starting in the 2000s, large multidi-
dimentionsal datasets required new approaches, and the first progressive visualization systems were created. Although early solutions were limited to single visualization categories, many of the ideas in terms of data processing and progressive key properties were already sophisticated. In the 2010s, the publication rate raised significantly, and more compound PVA systems were introduced, supporting domain experts with specific data analytics tasks. A greater variety of large datasets emerged in several domains, including urban science, healthcare, IT and communication, and meteorology. The demand for tailored solutions resulted in more expert evaluations and case studies to measure the impact of contributions. This trend held on during the start of the 2020s as there are still many open research questions for PVA. However, there is currently no comprehensive summary structuring and discussing the different progressive visualization approaches.

With this survey, we intend to fill this gap. The design of progressive algorithms covers data chunking, reuse of previous partial results, and quality estimation. However, the design of progressive visualizations tackles additional complications, as for example, the visual stability between updates, the role of user interaction steering the process, and the conveyance of uncertainty. Hence, we primarily focus on those challenges that result from a user being tightly involved in the process via interactive visualizations. Therefore, the scope of this survey is the process of gaining insights from progressive visualizations. We do not cover pure analytics publications that focus on progressive algorithms i.e., [45], pipelines i.e., [17], models i.e., [97, 103], and computational steering systems i.e., [96] as their focus is primarily to improve performance.

We start by introducing the fundamentals of PVA (Section 2) and define the scope and methodology of our literature search in Section 3. The research resulted in the taxonomy illustrated in Figure 1 and explained in Section 4. In Section 5, we classify the reviewed publications, describe the specific solutions for each category. A full overview of the classified publications is shown in Table 2. In Section 6, we explain how to handle visualization with more than one type (e.g., temporal networks) and how progression can work in multiple dimensions. Section 7 covers progressive publications from other research domains that are slightly out of scope but have valuable contributions. After that, we summarize the evaluation methodologies of the surveyed publications (Section 8). We conclude by reporting statistical findings and discussing detected trends and open research gaps. We provide an accompanying website to browse all related publications and filter them according to our taxonomy at visualsurvey.net/pva.

2 Fundamentals

The fundamental idea of PVA is to increase the responsiveness of a system and improve the usability and user experience for analysis tasks. Exploration is a major task in visual analytics and requires the user to concentrate [59, 81]. Due to human cognitive constraints, the ability to focus is limited, and hampered if the system is not responsive enough. Studies have found that already at over 500 ms of latency (also called response time), significant effects on the user’s performance can be measured [67, 108]. PVA is an approach to lower and control the response times of systems by computing fast, intermediate, and approximate results, which are then improved with more time. However, in the past, the concept of PVA had different names in different communities, like online aggregation in the database community or incremental visualization in others [5, 20]. Two major contributions to the characterization and definition of PVA as well as the future challenges, were published in the past years, which we summarize briefly in the following.

Formal Definition

A traditional, non-progressive visualization (we also call it “eager”) is rendered in one pass, and each change in the data—whether due to interaction or data changes—triggers a full rendering. A progressive visualization differs in several aspects:

1. rendering is not done in one pass but in a series of passes, improving until the rendering is complete;
2. each pass limits its execution time to a requested latency and renders a meaningful partial result;
3. all partial results come with a meaningful error or more generally quality measure, as well as an estimate of the completion, e.g., by showing a progress bar;
4. a progressive visualization allows interactions at any time; it adapts as much as possible, even implementing steering if necessary.

Adapting definitions from [21]: Let \( f \) be a function with parameters \( P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) and yielding a result value \( r \). In mathematics, the value \( r \) calculated by \( f \) does not involve any time, and its result is perfect. Depending on the nature of the function, being perfect can mean that it has no error (e.g., when the average value of a table is computed) or it is complete (e.g., when searching for a list of relevant items):

\[
f(P) \rightarrow r
\]

In computer science, a function takes time \( t \) to compute, and uses an amount of memory \( m \). Also, for analytics, we distinguish the parameters \( P \) of the function from a set of data tables \( D \) that the function takes as input, and the ones it returns as output \( R \). Our mathematical function \( f \) becomes a computation function \( F \):

\[
F(P, D) \xrightarrow{t, m} (R)
\]

Note that a visualization technique is such a function. Its result \( R \) is the rendering of the visualization technique. For example, if \( F \) is a scatterplot visualization, it takes one data table \( d \) and, as parameters \( P \), the width and height of the desired plot, the names of the data attributes used to map to the X and Y axes, and potentially the attribute used for color, texture, shape, etc. It produces as result \( R = \{r\} \) either a scene graph of the visualization, e.g., in the SVG format, or a rendering of the visualization as an array of colored pixels. In contrast, the progressive function of \( F \), denoted as \( F_p \), is a function with three properties:

1. When called repeatedly on \( D \), a set converging to \( D \), it returns a sequence of partial results \( R_k \) each result being computed with duration time \( t_i \) (Equation (2));
2. If \( q \) is the desired amount of time between two consecutive partial results (the quantum related to the maximum allowed latency), \( t_i \leq q \);
3. The results \( R_k \) converges to \( R \) (see Equation (3)) or reaches a termination criterion.

\[
F_p(P, D_1, q, 0) \xrightarrow{t_i, m_1} (R_1) \\
\vdots \\
F_p(P, D_k, q, R_{k-1}) \xrightarrow{t_i, m_k} (R_k)
\]

When loading data, the growth of the data tables can be modeled with a partition \( P(D) \) of \( D \) into \( z \) non-intersecting subsets, samples, or chunks: \( P(D) = \{d_1, \ldots, d_z\} \). \( F_p \) is therefore called with \( D_k = \bigcup_{j=1}^z d_j \).

Note that \( D_k \) does not have to grow, i.e., some \( d_j \) can be empty. For example, when computing a multidimensional projection progressively, even when all the data has been loaded, the projection algorithm keeps iterating until it reaches convergence or a termination criterion.

At some point, the progressive function computing the projection is called iteratively with the whole dataset and still yields improving results. Finally, in all generality, \( D_k \) can grow and shrink during a data exploration session when the analyst performs dynamic filtering to zoom and filter. When applied to a progressive visualization technique, the quantum \( q \) should be below 10s; less when interacting with the visualization.

Convergence: If convergence can be guaranteed, the convergence criterion for the progressive computation of \( F_p \) is defined as

\[
\lim_{j \to \infty} R_j = R
\]
If a distance $\rho(R_j, R_j)$ measures the amount of changes between two results, the Cauchy convergence criterion for Equation (3) states that the partial results should verify the following property: there exists a constant $N$ such that $\rho(R_j, R_{j+1}) \leq \rho(R_j, R_j)$ when $j > N$.

While it is desirable that the convergence happens as quickly as possible ($N$ to be as small as possible), practically, it depends on the used function $F$, parameters $p$, data tables $D$, computation method, and distance function $\rho$.

This convergence criterion is needed to make sure that, without interaction, the results of a progressive function end up being the same as the results of the equivalent eager function. For example, a bar chart computed over a large dataset in an eager way should eventually look identical to one computed progressively. When interacting and steering a visualization, e.g., when moving a node in a node-link visualization when a force-based layout is being computed progressively, the convergence criterion still applies since the layout should eventually converge to a steady state. The type of convergence can depend on the visualization technique, but it mostly depends on the data distribution and chunking strategy that cannot always be controlled. Generally, a user may change parameters, data and results at virtually any time in the process, through interaction. Reaching convergence cannot be expected while a user keeps modifying the parameters. However, to produce a meaningful result, convergence must be guaranteed from any possible state $(P, D, q, R)$ resulting from an interactive modification, provided the process is given enough time.

Additionally, progressive visualizations can sometimes cope with non-converging results, where the final results may be meaningless. For example, computing the mean of a dataset with a bimodal distribution is meaningless; still, the mean computation can be performed. At least, through progressive visualization, a user has a chance to notice that an algorithm is not converging, because the sequence of partial results provides information about the reliability of the result.

If convergence cannot be guaranteed, progressive visualizations can become a pivotal approach to revealing computational dynamics and opening up a black-box computation on how the path to the final result looks like. A progressive visualization can reveal unstable final results, which would be invisible if produced with an eager computation. The progression with partial results can show an alternation between two stable solution states and thus reveal that there is no convergence. This is often the case in simulations where the interest is both in the dynamics of the process and in the final result. Without convergence, a termination criterion has to be defined to prevent infinite computation, and the visualization should strive to show the alternative partial results rather than only one randomly chosen final result.

Difference between Progressive, Online, and Streaming Systems

PVA systems are sometimes confused with online and streaming systems. An online system [11] must react to input without knowing the future; for data analysis, it should process its input piece-by-piece in a serial fashion and adapt to a change in the data. When data is changed, an eager visualization system needs to recompute and redraw everything from the beginning, whereas an online visualization will do its best to take into account the changes and save time and resources to recompute and partially redraw the new result. In general, an online system is faster to update than an eager system to recompute its result from the beginning. However, it is slower to perform a whole computation. Contrary to progressive systems, online systems have no guarantee that they will return a result under a given latency, and most online algorithms are meant to accommodate new data but not changing data. Yet, progressive systems and visualizations sometimes rely on online algorithms when they know how to control their latency.

A streaming system [66] manages data produced by a data stream, i.e., a source of data generated over time, sometimes infinite such as the temperature measured by a sensor every second. A first issue with streaming systems is managing this data with limited resources (memory, power, latency). Additionally, time is central to streaming algorithms and systems; data are time-stamped, need to be managed in real-time with specified latency bounds, and their analysis is often performed over a time window (e.g., in the last hour). To meet these goals, streaming systems often trade quality for resources. In contrast, with progressive systems, the processing time is an artifact of the computation and has no meaning, and the computations are not done over a time window but over a whole finite dataset. Progressive visualization systems can also use streaming algorithms when their result quality is good enough for visualization.

Characterization of Progressive Visual Analytics

Angelini et al. performed a review of PVA literature in 2018 and contributed a characterization of PVA [5]. In this article PVA is compared to Instantaneous Visual Analytics (IVA) and Monolithic Visual Analytics (MVA). PVA can bridge the time until the visualization is final at complete for MVA by producing early partial results until $t_{\text{reliable}}$-progressing to a stable state at $t_{\text{stable}}$, until $t_{\text{complete}}$ is reached. There are valid use cases when the computation is slow or indefinite by design, for example, in data streams or optimization processes. The authors defined two ways in which PVA can be used to deliver partial results: process chunking and data chunking. Finally, Angelini et al. formulated nine recommendations based on their literature review for creating PVA approaches. This characterization is an important contribution to PVA and is a part of our taxonomy.

Process Chunking

Process chunking loads the full data and then performs a complex and slow iterative algorithm on the data. In this case, the iterations are the intermediate results converging to the final result. Process chunking is usually used when the processing of data points takes too long. Even if the data is not very large, the complexity of the computations is too high to be interactive. Therefore, intermediate and uncertain results of the whole dataset are shown at first. With every iteration of the algorithm, the quality of the results is improved until the final accurate view is reached. There are large research fields where this is applied in optimization algorithms, i.e., stochastic gradient descent in machine learning [12]. While the data is fully loaded at the beginning, the algorithm takes many iterations to reach the final result. The results can be deterministic or not, resulting in one fixed solution or multiple appropriate solutions according to the optimization criteria. Progressive visualizations can show the development of the optimization and thus provide more insights into the underlying system [40]. Besides supporting progressive data analysis, this can also be used to teach students how algorithms work (e.g., Tensorflow Playground) or for developers to find bugs in optimization algorithms.

Data Chunking

In data chunking, the data is divided into partitions (chunks), and intermediate results are shown progressively after each chunk is added. In this case, the data is usually too large to be loaded at once, but the processing algorithm is fast enough to produce results. Partial results may already be accurate depending on the sampling strategy and operation performed. For example, chronological data chunking for time-oriented data already shows accurate results for early times. If the data is sampled over the whole time range, early results are uncertain, but the user can get indications of the time frames that may be of interest. Overall, data chunking allows the user to view and interact with definite partial results immediately and with no or little initial loading and processing time.

Visual Stability vs. Result Quality

Exploiting progressive visualization comes with some drawbacks: one is the trade-off between the visual consistency (also result quality) of the partially updated results—which must be truthful to what the progressive computation produces—and the overall visual stability of the incrementally rendered visualization [4]. When the first is not met, the user could be induced into an erroneous evaluation of the results (e.g., looking at some bars in a bar chart that does not present the correct height due to some smoothing during the progression). When the second is not met, the user could be distracted by continuous changes in the visualization, eventually producing more confusion than help. A final consideration of the interplay of the two is that what happens
during the progression could be considered, if strongly different from both what precedes it and what follows it, as a spike or anomaly of the progression itself. This can be caused by a not-perfectly convergent progressive visualization algorithm or by a not-perfect adaptability of the chosen visualization technique (e.g., a progressive treemap that, even for small changes in the data, produces big changes in the treemap layout). While understanding whether both properties can be fully met is an open research challenge, the correct management of their trade-offs is at the basis of effective progressive visualization.

On this topic, the frequency of updates of a progressive visualization also plays a role. On the one hand, the user should not be overwhelmed with frequent updates like bouncy bars in a bar chart. On the other hand, less frequent updates aggregate too many changes displayed at once and could destroy the user’s mental map. The adaptability of visualization techniques to progressive visualization and the inclusion of analytics that, based on computed visual metrics [2], automatically or semi-automatically (where the user can force the visualization update on demand) govern the need for an update (see [3] for a refresh technique based on the estimation of the visual changes) can be potential solutions to explore.

The Human User in Progressive Visualization

Human perception and decision-making raise important issues in PVA. Micallef et al. reported on users’ roles, tasks, focus, and biases in progressive analysis scenarios [63]. They explained the most relevant workflows of observers, searchers, and explorers and discussed the cognitive tasks they have to cope with. An observer for example makes less use of steering functionalities which means that the progression itself has to converge to a final accurate result in a smooth and interpretable way. Searchers and explorers, however tend to steer the progression to specific parts of the data. Searchers are looking for an answer to their question and when the progressive system delivers this answer with a high confidence the computation can be stopped. Finally, explorers are interested in the full progressive process. They are interested in the comprehensive understanding of the data and process, with all the capabilities of steering and interpreting intermediate results.

Even further in this direction is the work by Procopio et al. [75]. They performed a very extensive evaluation with 26 participants to analyze the impact of cognitive biases. The result was that four types of biases occur: uncertainty, illusion, control, and anchoring bias. A study by Zgradgen et al. measured the insight discovery rate of progressive visualization compared to blocking and instantaneous visualizations [108].

While blocking visualizations were detrimental, progressive and instantaneous performed equally well. This shows that, in an exploratory setting, the cognitive load for a human is similar when all data is shown at the start compared to a progressive buildup. Another way PVA systems can support humans is by providing steering functionalities [5].

The user can change parameters, direct the sampling strategy, or queue computations while the progressive system is running. At the minimum, the functions are pausing, changing update intervals, or stopping the computation. This gives the user the possibility to handle the cognitive load.

Uncertainty

The ability to effectively communicate uncertainty is an essential component of PVA. By definition, the intermediate results that a PVA system displays during a computation are not yet complete and are an estimate of the final result [2]. Users must be able to evaluate the accuracy of intermediate results to make well-informed decisions. While visualization has long grappled with the implications of uncertainty [30,42], uncertainty is even more fundamental to PVA. One of the major dangers of ineffective communication of the PVA uncertainty is that the user makes unfounded decisions by not waiting enough. For example, the user might be tempted to stop the progression at a point when the results confirm their own beliefs but will not necessarily be supported by the data eventually. Effective visualization of the PVA uncertainty should aim at reducing or avoiding potential errors [75]. The choice to use PVA can be seen as a trade-off between time and accuracy. In an effective PVA strategy, the PVA uncertainty should continuously decrease, approaching the same final results that would be obtained where no progressive approximation is applied. From the visualization perspective, classic visual variables like position [7], color saturation [89], or explicit means like error bars for bar charts [23,71,108] are common in many progressive systems to convey uncertainty. It remains a research challenge how to communicate its variation over time, how to make it coexists with uncertainty intrinsic to the problem (data) at hand, and how to represent both global and local uncertainty.

Challenges for Progressive Visual Analytics

A 2019 Dagstuhl report by Fekete et al. provides a definition and several future challenges for PVA [20]. With the formal definition of progressiveness, the question of good quality and progress metrics arose. Quality metrics would have to cover the quality of intermediate results based on accuracy, uncertainty, and stability. There are many use cases where PVA can deliver better results due to its continuously updating results. The authors state that there are still no practical and usable progressive systems today and that a real benefit compared to already existing solutions need more validations. By providing a comprehensive overview of the latest advancements in progressive visualization, our survey responds to some of these findings.

3 Scope and Methodology

The basis of our survey are structured references that are retrieved systematically based on a precise scope. We searched in proceedings of large conferences and journals while also propagating references forward and backward. We report search terms used via Google Scholar and explain how we tagged all publications to gather our literature dataset.

3.1 Scope

The research area of this survey is PVA, as defined in Section 2. Since our focus is on the visualization part of the PVA approaches, we only included publications that present at least one progressive visualization. By definition, progressive approaches need to have a final result that the partial results converge to. Following that, streaming solutions are out of the scope of our survey as they are sometimes infinite and do not always converge. Finally, the progressive improvement should not be precomputed to give the user full freedom of interaction and parametrization.

3.2 Data Collection

We started the selection of articles by looking at the references of the PVA theory publications, which define and describe the research area. Following these references, we identified major journals and conferences where many progressive approaches are published.

- Journals:
  - IEEE Trans. on Vis. and Computer Graphics (TVCG)
  - Computer Graphics Forum
  - IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
  - Journal of Visualization

- Conferences:
  - IEEE Visualization Conference (VIS)
  - Eurographics Conference on Visualization (EuroVis)
  - IEEE Pacific Visualization Symposium (PacificVis)

However, due to the fact that progressive approaches were used in many other domains and under other names in the past, we also made considerable use of Google Scholar. We used the following search terms combined with visualization or visual analytics to find additional articles:

Progressive, optimistic, iterative, incremental, per-iteration, fine-grain, approximate, online, and real-time.

Finally, we followed citations to find more related sources. Only full papers which were peer-reviewed were added to the survey. Exceptions
were made if the contribution had a high impact or specific quality related to progressiveness.

3.3 Data Analysis
For a systematic and structured literature list, we performed five steps of tagging. At the end of each tagging step, we unified similar tags:

1. **Visualization:** We started by tagging the literature according to the visualization categories adapted from other taxonomies.

2. **Data processing:** After that, we analyzed the data processing style of the articles and tagged them accordingly. During this, we noticed that some approaches were more than data or process chunking and extended the processing styles with custom chunking.

3. **Time and Space:** Multiple tags for the visualization style were added to differentiate between changes over time and space. These tags were unified and resulted in the categories: visual update pattern and data domain.

4. **Progressive Features:** We tagged publications that wrote about particular challenges specific to progressiveness. These tags also matched important progressive properties mentioned in the PVA theory literature.

5. **Application and Evaluation:** Finally, we added tags to provide additional information about the topics of the publications and their evaluation methodologies.

3.4 Literature Dataset
The literature dataset we assembled after the search phase with all publications related to PVA contains 96 publications from the years 1991 to 2023. We filtered out articles that did not fit our scope, which mostly were theory or algorithm articles without visualizations. Also, publications that used precomputed data structures to deliver progressive access on demand were excluded, but we mention these in Section 7 as they provide related ideas. Finally, we performed the tagging on a set of 48 publications from 1999 to 2023. After the unification of similar tags, we derived the taxonomy categories that are explained in the next section. The visualization type is the main category to discriminate the publications. After the explanation of the taxonomy, all publications are classified and described individually.

4 TAXONOMY
Many different progressive visualization approaches were proposed, which we categorize according to this taxonomy to have a systematic overview of all techniques. An illustration of the taxonomy is presented in Figure 1. Our taxonomy is structured based on existing techniques and does not explore all possible concepts. However, there are some challenging combinations and research gaps, which we will address in Section 5 and Section 6. The four categories of the taxonomy are

- **Visualization:** Temporal, Geo-spatial, Hierarchical, Network, Multidimensional, and Field
- **Progressive Processing:** Data Chunking, Process Chunking, and Custom Chunking
- **Data Domain:** Known End and Unknown End
- **Visual Update Pattern:** Extension and Overwrite

Visualization Categories
The main category of the taxonomy is the visualization type. We combined the taxonomies from Shneiderman [85], Keim [47], and Munzner [65]. Shneiderman and Keim have a similar structure but also include text/web and 3D. Munzner introduces continuous fields as a type that we adopted, as it is a good way to include the many contributions from the Scientific Visualization community to progressive visualizations. Similar to Munzner, we also found that the temporal dimension is not only limited to classical charts with a timeline but can be applied to each visualization type, e.g., large dynamic graphs that can not be visualized instantly and change over time. Additionally, by definition, for PVA, time represents the improvement of results. We address these combined and special PVA cases in Section 6. Finally, we found progressive visualizations in other research domains, namely, rendering for augmented reality, virtual reality, and video games, as well as progressive text, image, and video. Despite the fact that they did not fit in our scope, they provide related ideas; we decided to give a brief overview of these approaches in Section 7.

Progressive Processing Categories
The data processing categories are based on the PVA characterizations by Angelini et al. [5] and Schultz et al. [82] and are described in Section 2. The processing strategy is usually chosen according to the bottleneck to be mitigated: Data chunking for large data sources and process chunking for slow algorithms. Some publications use data and process chunking in different parts of their processing pipeline, but not in an interwoven style. A few, however, have proposed more sophisticated combinations or special forms of chunking, which we categorized under the Custom Chunking type. Although, there are only a few publications that fit in this category we decided to include it in our taxonomy. The first reason is that progressive visualization is still a new research field and we want to prevent excluding promising research directions. Second, there are many other ways to design the progressive pipeline than just data and process chunking, but the research is still very underdeveloped in this area. Recent works by Högström et al. about tailored sampling methods for PVA [38, 39] show just the tip of the iceberg of what is still to be discovered in progressive data processing.

Data Domain Categories
The data domain describes the length of the progressive results that the visualization has to deal with. This category resulted from our third tagging stage, in which we identified preconditions for visualization design based on data. We call these types “known end” and “unknown end”.

Known End
In this type, we have a completely known dataset, which allows the up-front definition of an absolute value range, aggregation levels, and layout for the visualization. This also implies that the last computation chunks are known, and absolute progress can be shown. Depending on the visualization type, different sampling strategies can be used to progress automatically or steered by a user. The uncertainty in the visualization is progressively reduced until the final result is displayed. Another feature of the known end type is that the final result can be deterministic. A known end also has benefits for the design of visualizations, as visual attributes and layout can be defined at the beginning. This is in contrast to the next data domain type.

Unknown End
Since the definition of PVA demands a final result reached by convergence or a termination criterion, this category has to be described more precisely. In PVA, an unknown end in the data domain has two meanings. Either, the time until convergence or termination is unknown, and thus the end can not be determined until all data are transmitted, or all the processes are run. Or, the result of the progression is not deterministic. Non-deterministic results often happen in optimization-based algorithms with variable parameters and termination criteria. An unknown end in the data domain has a decisive effect on the visualization design since the visual design and layout have to be dynamic and adaptive to deal with new values. Especially, visual mappings have to be chosen carefully, because some of them e.g., color, are not distinctive enough when many categories are streaming in.

Visual Update Pattern
This category also resulted from the third tagging stage, where we identified differences in visualization design based on changes over time and in space. Visual update pattern types directly describe how visualizations are updated when new progressive chunks are added.
This category is more than just rendering elements. It includes the visualization design with factors like visual attribute mapping, animation design, and a controlled update frequency to prevent confusing the user. The two types of visual update pattern are extension and overwrite.

Extension

Extension denotes the process when new elements are added to the visualization or the visual domain is extended to display new data. In other words, this type uses more pixels to display more data. An advantage is that old data is not lost and can give context for new data points.

Overwrite

Overwrite can be separated into two sub-types: partial overwrite and full overwrite. In a partial overwrite, only the elements that were changed with new partial results are modified. In a full overwrite, the previous results are removed completely, and new results are displayed. There are different advantages and disadvantages for each type, dependent on the application.

Key Properties for Progressive Visualizations

The key properties partly resulted from the fourth tagging stage but are also influenced by multiple theory articles that have explained the important role of these properties for PVA. This category is different because we noticed that they are not mandatory, as many publications show impactful contributions without using certain properties. Also, other factors can prevent a meaningful integration of a certain property, which we will talk about next.

Uncertainty

Uncertainty is an important property to communicate to the user along with the intermediate results shown by the visualization. When absent or badly designed, it may lead to incorrect conclusions. However, if we take a simple temporal visualization with data chunking and chronological sampling, uncertainty does not need to be visualized because the system returns exact data chunks and the progress is directly visible as time progresses. Nevertheless, for most other cases, uncertainty visualization is needed to guide early reasoning by the user.

Interaction & Steering

Interaction and steering are core properties of PVA systems, as the idea of PV is to allow interactivity and fast response times by providing intermediate results. We tagged publications that provide interactive visualizations during the progression or allow users to steer the progression by picking more relevant parts of the data first. However, steering and interactions can be very different in their extent. The possibility of stopping the process and restarting with new parameters is the simplest form of steering. In some cases, steering is not applicable because an algorithm is using an optimal path for the progression. Hence, steering and interactivity are valuable, but not always mandatory, properties of a progressive system.

Visual Stability

Visual stability ensures that updates in progressive visualizations do not interfere with the interactive analysis by a user. If partial results are produced with a high frequency and visualization updates happen very fast, the user will be confused. We tagged publications that mentioned the topics: preserving the mental map, visual stability, and visual consistency. Again, this property does not pose a problem for some progressive systems where the update frequency is low by default, or the visualization can update new partial results with small visual changes.

Real-time Processing

Real-time processing is necessary if the speed of computation is most important. Progressive approaches can be used as functions in larger systems that demand fast results, but also need accurate results in a reasonable time frame. We tagged publications that mentioned processing time as a major factor when designing the approach. Most of these publications performed a technical evaluation and measured time and computational cost.

5 Classification of Progressive Visualization Techniques

In this section, we describe how approaches handled specific progressive challenges for visualization. We identify open research gaps and give insights and hypotheses on why these are demanding challenges. We refer the reader to our visual survey browser, where all solutions are shown and linked to the publications (visualsurvey.net/pva).

A Temporal Visualization

Time-oriented data is used in a wide range of applications with a long research history [1]. In this category, we focus on progressive visualizations that represent time in one dimension. However, time is often one among multiple dimensions, for example, in dynamic graphs. These multi-category combinations will be discussed in Section 6. Overall, 14 out of 47 articles include a temporal visualization. We found that the temporal dimension is visualized in two general ways: continuous or aggregated. Continuous representations are shown with line charts and show a data point for each time step [41, 48, 55, 73]. If the data is too large, a sampling method is applied [29] (see Section A.1 for more on sampling strategies). The aggregated presentation with bar charts is also commonly used [78, 93, 94]. In this case, the temporal data is aggregated in buckets, and the bars show, for instance, the average or sum of the data for a time frame. Finally, we found one approach that aggregates multidimensional data for specific dates and visualizes the changes with a mixture of a Sankey diagram and a streamgraph [57].

A.1 Progressive Processing

Here, we focus on describing the sampling strategies used, which have a direct influence on the visual update pattern.

Constraints to Data Chunking

Temporal data has a natural order which made most of the approaches with data chunking use chronological sampling [41, 48, 84, 93]. Additionally, if the data is generated on the fly, for example, in progressive optimization approaches, chronological order is always used [73, 109]. Some approaches did not sample chronologically because of other constraints. For example, the order of the data chunks could not be controlled as the data was received from different data services [57, 94], or multidimensional data were sorted according to other dimensions [55, 78, 90]. The majority of temporal visualizations had a data chunking approach (13 out of 14).

Constraints to Process Chunking

Process chunking for temporal visualizations was only used in two approaches. One approach provided a coarse representation over the whole time frame by sampling evenly until the final result was computed [29]. The other approach uses adaptive sampling by choosing lesser sampled areas first [77]. More sampling strategies can be applied here that were used for other data types, and more research is necessary to evaluate how beneficial they are for temporal visualizations. Also, we think there is more space for future research as optimization scenarios, like curve fitting and trend computation, are widely used analytics features.

Custom Chunking

For temporal visualization, we have found four publications that use data and process chunking [29, 73, 77, 109]. However, the chunking methods were used in different parts of the systems. There were no interwoven forms or special chunking conditions comparable to the other custom chunking solutions we have found.
A.2 Data Domain

Here, we focus on how temporal visualizations differ based on a known or unknown data domain. Temporal visualizations are a special case in this category. Based on the aggregation method or query parameters, the approach can have an unknown end, but the time frame is already defined, making it a known end for the temporal dimension. This is why some of the publications with temporal visualizations are categorized as both known or unknown ends [90, 94, 109].

Known End

The most common fact for a known end is that the time axis in the visualization can already be defined. It shows the user the full domain in which the chunks will appear during the progression [77, 78, 94]. For example, which time of day showed the most flight delays [41] or when an iterative optimization will terminate [73]. An additional benefit of temporal visualizations is that if the chunk sampling is performed chronologically, the visualization also represents a progress bar [73, 109].

Unknown End

If the end is unknown, the visualization has to be more adaptive. The temporal axis has to be extended until the maximal screen space is reached [57]. Then aggregations have to be performed to fit the data into the available space [93], or older data has to drop out [48].

A.3 Visual Update Pattern

The visual update pattern for temporal visualizations is highly dependent on the processing type.

Extension

Approaches that use data chunking with chronological sampling strategy have a defined temporal dimension and expand the visualization along this axis [55, 57, 73, 109]. However, as mentioned above, if the end is unknown, the display space might run out, and aggregations are required, which results in an overwriting update [93].

Overwrite

Overwriting updates are common with process chunking approaches. When temporal data is sampled equally, it spreads out to show a rough estimate of the data at first and is constantly overwritten and enhanced until the progression finalizes [29, 77].

A.4 Key Properties

Uncertainty Visualization

We have observed that uncertainty was rarely visualized in progressive temporal visualizations [41]. If data chunks are chronologically sampled, the data is always accurate, and no uncertainty can be displayed [73, 84, 93]. If the sampling is not chronological, there is no direct uncertainty indicator besides the progressive process itself [57, 94]. For process chunking, uncertainty visualization is very important because the user needs to know how certain the current result is before an update overwrites the current state [29].

Interaction & Steering

In most of the surveyed publications, the temporal visualization was a supporting component without interactive features. Approaches with interactivity usually provide a mechanism to focus on relevant time frames and thus steer the system. This is performed via panning [29], brushing [78, 93, 94], and selection [55].

Visual Stability

Visual stability was not covered in most of the approaches because, as mentioned before, most approaches use data chunking and update the visualization by extension. This preserves the mental map of the user while also giving a progress indicator. The cases where visual stability is important are when overwriting update patterns are used. For example, when coarse data is replaced with more accurate data in process chunking approaches [29] or when the aggregation level has to be changed [93].

A.5 Challenges

Temporal progressive visualizations are mainly used with data chunking because the temporal dimension has a unique chronological order which is easy to understand for users. Most of the surveyed approaches use this sampling order as it preserves the user’s mental map. Only a few articles [29, 77] used another sampling strategy with a focus on perceptual importance. Progressive temporal visualizations with perceptually important points (PIPs) is a challenging research direction that may possibly lead to earlier reliable results. Chronological sampling often helps with multidimensional data where the temporal dimension is used as the progression direction. However, this is not the case if data needs to be aggregated over time intervals. In an unknown end scenario the display space may run out and the aggregation has to be switched which produces a strong visual instability. This challenge is connected to the overwrite update pattern in general, which can also be found in process chunking approaches. A sophisticated transition is necessary to prevent confusing the user when updating the intermediate results. Process chunking approaches cannot exploit the chronological order by conveying progress and must rely on other means to display the uncertainty in a comprehensible way. Finally, there is no research on progressive temporal visualizations with radial axis, which may be due to niche application for the analysis of periodic features.

B GEO-SPATIAL VISUALIZATION

Geo-spatial visualizations are mainly used for cartography but also in three-dimensional scenarios [51]. Certain data dimensions are implicitly geo-related. This includes coordinates like latitude and longitude to map the data on the world map or an id referring to a predefined region. The coordinates can also be three-dimensional to describe the height above sea level or even define a position in a local coordinate system for augmented or virtual reality. In progressive visualization systems, this category benefits from its independent location data, making it possible to deliver early accurate results for specific regions. In our survey, 11 out of 47 publications include geo-spatial visualizations, which cover point maps [14, 52, 82, 92, 102], symbol maps [56], choropleth maps [3], heatmaps [34, 109] and flow maps [90, 94]. All of them use geo-spatial visualization as a supporting component without a direct influence on the progression or sampling strategy.

B.1 Progressive Processing

Here, we focus on describing the sampling strategies used, which have a direct influence on the visual update pattern.

Constraints to Data Chunking

Most of the publications use data chunking in conjunction with geo-spatial visualizations (8 out of 10). But the sampling of the data chunks is almost always not affected by the geo-spatial dimension. Only two articles use advanced sampling approaches. Chen et al. [14] pre-compute a pyramid-based structure to provide a more density-oriented sampling strategy, while Kwon et al. [52] explore how the user could interactively steer the sampling. A progressive sampling approach directly dependent on the geo-spatial dimension remains to be investigated.

Constraints to Process Chunking

Four publications use process chunking with geo-spatial visualizations. As mentioned above, the sampling strategy was not based on the geo-spatial dimension. However, these approaches use the results from early partial results to influence the next chunks [34, 56, 82]. Another example of this is PEViz [109], where each process iteration shows the development of ocean water flows.
Custom Chunking

For geo-spatial visualization, we have found two publications that use both data and process chunking [34,109]. However, they do not qualify for a custom chunking approach because the chunking methods were used in different parts of the system. There are no interwoven forms or special chunking conditions comparable to the other custom chunking solutions we have found. A possible research direction would be to explore geographical quality metrics combined with regional sampling.

B.2 Data Domain

In this section, we focus on how geo-spatial visualizations differ based on a known or unknown data domain. In both cases, we have found that a boundary for the geo-spatial dimension can be defined. For example, there may be indefinite points (unknown end) or a set of regions (known end), but all of them are geographically in one country. This means the visualization can already be adapted to the preset boundary and only show the country. If this boundary cannot be defined, the visualization has to show the whole space (e.g., the world map) and be interactive or provide automatic focus features.

Known End

Approaches with a known geo-spatial data domain used a wider variety of visualization styles. In two publications, the authors combined choropleth with symbol maps because the number of regions was known, and the coloring and symbols could be adjusted to this [3,56]. In another article, the authors overlaid a grid heatmap over a point map to show uncertainty, which is only possible if the end of the data domain is known [35]. Three approaches that use data with a known end use no aggregations and visualize the data with a point map [82,92,102].

Unknown End

All publications in this category use either point or flow maps, as no aggregations can be made initially. Two articles show the whole world map with interactive focus features, while new chunks enter the visualization [94,109]. Another two publications pre-define boundary regions, and the number of points or flows that will be displayed at the end are unknown [14,90].

B.3 Visual Update Pattern

The visual update pattern is highly dependent on the data domain and, thus, of the geo-spatial visualization type.

Extension

All four articles that have an unknown end in the data domain use point [14,109] or flow maps [90,94] as extensions for visual updates to represent data points, as these can be added independently to the visualization for each chunk. The challenge for geo-spatial visualizations is that the geographic space is limited, and if many data points share a location, visual clutter becomes a problem [94].

Overwrite

The main geo-spatial visualization types that use overwrites as update pattern are aggregation visualizations like heatmaps and choropleth maps. All five publications with a known end for the data domain make use of this and provide early aggregation visualizations that are overwritten when new chunks arrive.

B.4 Key Properties

Uncertainty Visualization

Uncertainty for geo-spatial visualizations is also dependent on the data domain. As mentioned before, if the end is unknown, all approaches use point and flow maps but without a representation of uncertainty. This may be due to unavailable information for geographic accuracy or because adding uncertainty to a location or path can make the visualization more difficult to understand. Future research is necessary to elaborate on uncertainty in progressive geo-spatial visualizations with an unknown end. When the data domain end is known, however, uncertainty indicators are used via heatmaps [34] or choropleth maps with symbols [3].

Interaction & Steering

In general, approaches without a defined boundary region provide free navigation in the geographic space, while those with a defined boundary are mostly static. In some articles, it is possible to interactively filter data in the geo-spatial visualization [56,90,92], but none of the approaches provide a way to steer the progression via the geo-spatial visualization. Although this idea is already used in multidimensional approaches, direct interactive steering of the progression by selecting regions or points of interest still remains an unexplored area of PV research.

Visual Stability

For geo-spatial visualization, visual stability is not only a problem of update frequency but also covers visual clutter and overplotting. Since the geographical space is limited, new results can make the visualization more difficult to read. None of the publications use approaches like dynamic aggregation techniques, though one article makes use of side-by-side snapshots of point maps to show the progress instead of adding all data points to one map [109].

Real-time Processing

Real-time processing is less prominent in progressive geo-spatial visualizations, as only two articles address this topic. One focuses on enhancing the sampling strategy of geo-spatial data [14], and since this is an essential pre-computation step for other approaches; it has to be optimized at run-time. The other article proposes a fast visualization of field data from hurricanes, which is displayed on a world map [102].

B.5 Challenges

A very important finding is that all publications used the geo-spatial visualizations as a supporting visualization and not as the main interactive structure to steer the algorithm or apply a regional sampling strategy based on user input. Regional resampling would require special pre-processing of the data to allow sampling based on the geo-spatial dimensions. This is similar to hierarchical visualizations, which we cover in the next section, because geographical regions can be clustered in multiple zoom levels. This gives the user better steering options, which needs to be evaluated to show the benefit over non-progressive visualization designs. Another difficulty is to keep the users mental map intact when using overwriting visual update pattern, especially when uncertainty is visualized. Uncertainty can be misunderstood easily in geographical visualizations and progressive updates may result in frequently changing and temporary high uncertainty values which may disturb the user. Overall, the challenges for geographical visualizations will only be made clear when approaches start to use the geo-spatial dimension as the primary progression direction. A first step in this direction has been done by Högrefe et al. [38].

C Hierarchical Visualization

Hierarchical visualizations represent an ordered structure of relations or data that is aggregated on multiple levels to improve scalability and readability [19]. In this visualization category, multiple visualizations of the same data can be shown on different aggregation levels. These levels create a hierarchy from the highest level of detail, the raw data points, to the lower levels of detail, where data points are summarized by an aggregation function. Such functions range from simple arithmetic operations to complex similarity clusterings. The hierarchy levels can be visualized together or separately.

Such hierarchies can be an advantage for progressive approaches because the different levels can be progressively computed and displayed in a bottom-up or top-down style. Nonetheless, there are only five publications that use progressive hierarchical visualizations. The types of visualizations used in those approaches are treemaps [79], parallel coordinates [80], Sankey [56,57], and sunburst diagrams [90]. The three publications on parallel coordinates and Sankey diagrams are listed here because they use a hierarchical progressive approach.
C.1 Progressive Processing

Here, we focus on describing the sampling strategies used, which have a direct influence on the visual update pattern. For hierarchical visualizations, we found that all approaches create the hierarchy in a pre-processing step with process chunking and later update the visualization by using data chunking. In general, sampling for hierarchical data follows four strategies: bottom-up or top-down with a depth-first or breadth-first selection. The possibility to let users steer the sampling is specific to the progressive implementation and introduces new concepts.

Constraints to Data Chunking

Three of the five publications use data chunking to update the visualization progressively. Rosenbaum et al. use a top-down approach with a mixture of depth- and breadth-first [79], depending on the number of subtree levels. In another work, they use parallel coordinates where a similar top-down approach is called the cluster-of-interest concept [80]. But they also provide sampling based on the dimensions of the parallel coordinates (dimension-of-interest). Both concepts are driven by user interaction, which shows how progressive processing creates new opportunities. The third approach by Liu et al. uses bottom-up sampling [57] to create a dynamic Sankey diagram. As new data chunks arrive, they are categorized into existing or new hierarchy levels based on the similarity distance to the previous data.

Constraints to Process Chunking

For the two publications mentioned above, the creation of the hierarchies is done in a process chunking approach. The treemap is constructed with a top-down sampling approach while (depending on the available computation resources) nodes are ordered in depth-first or breadth-first style [79]. The parallel coordinates hierarchy is constructed with a top-down sampling approach with a recursive interval subdivision (RISD) [80]. The other two approaches with process chunking use hierarchical visualization to support progressiveness by displaying the interaction path of the user [90] or a filtered subset of the data [56].

Custom Chunking

For hierarchical visualization, we have found two publications that use both data and process chunking [79, 80]. However, they do not qualify for a custom chunking approach because the chunking methods were used in different parts of the system. There are no interwoven forms or special chunking conditions comparable to the other custom chunking solutions we have found. A possible research direction would be to explore custom chunking methods based on the nodes’ hierarchy level and the number of children.

C.2 Data Domain

Known End

For progressive hierarchical visualizations, there is a strong bias towards a known data domain because then it is possible to pre-compute the hierarchy. Four out of five publications in this category have a known end in the data domain. If the end of the data is known, a top-down approach can be used, making it easier to handle new data points from progressive results.

Unknown End

One publication related to progressive hierarchical visualization used data with an unknown end [57]. They receive a stream of data chunks and construct a dynamic hierarchical structure over time. However, this is the only approach in this research direction, and in our opinion, it remains a challenge to adapt this idea to other hierarchical visualizations. Dynamic data requires resource-heavy re-computations of hierarchies which demand more sophisticated progressive approaches.

C.3 Visual Update Pattern

A characteristic of hierarchical visualizations is that the top hierarchy level represents the highest data aggregation.

Overwrite

Because of that, the two progressive hierarchy approaches in our survey use the overwrite pattern to update their visualization [79, 80]. This is an intuitive way to update the visualization because it maintains the mental map of the user and shows the completion status indirectly.

Extension

There are two other publications where the hierarchy visualization has a supporting role, both with extension as the primary update pattern. The Sankey diagrams are extended based on the user interaction history or only show filtered data [56, 90]. These approaches only use an overwriting update when the analysis is restarted to reset to the initial state. The approach by Liu et al. deals with the unknown data domain by visualizing new data as points and progressively packing them to already existing hierarchy levels or constructing new ones if necessary [57]. Overall, the Sankey diagram is extended along a time axis and shows the evolution of the hierarchical topic structure.

C.4 Key Properties

Uncertainty Visualization

The representation of uncertainty for hierarchical visualization is, in general, difficult and a topic of ongoing research [87]. All five articles in our survey do not use uncertainty indicators because the data is loaded in chunks that are precise for the current level of aggregation. It would be interesting to investigate uncertainty visualization for future approaches with dynamic hierarchies.

Interaction & Steering

The approach with progressive treemaps allows direct steering of the progression by selecting rectangles in the treemap, which forces the algorithm to make a depth-first sampling from this node onwards [79]. The progressive parallel coordinates approach allows the selection of clusters and the selection of dimensions to steer the algorithm. The approach with the Sankey diagram [57] does not provide steering but allows the user to compare new data points interactively. The other two publications use hierarchical diagrams to support the workflow, allowing the user to navigate back in the progression by selecting previous states [56, 90].

Visual Stability

None of the surveyed publications emphasized visual stability. This may be because most of them deal with a known end in the data domain and, thus, are able to visualize the high-level hierarchies first to preserve the mental map of the user. Only one approach has an unknown end [57] but shows the full evolution from the start of the computation, which preserves visual stability. However, it is challenging to scale this approach for large time frames.

Real-time Processing

None of the publications with hierarchical visualizations had a focus on real-time processing.

C.5 Challenges

Hierarchical visualizations are rarely used in progressive approaches. A weak hypothesis might be that, already non-progressive hierarchical visualizations suffer from the high visual literacy necessary to understand this visualization type. Adding progression makes the visualization even more complex and difficult to design. Currently most approaches use data chunking with a known end and extension as the visual update pattern. This is a relatively straightforward approach similar to a recursive descent. Other combinations are not researched yet. For example, the re-computation of hierarchies in an unknown end scenario. Especially, towards the end of the progression changes in the hierarchy can be a challenge. Updates applied to hierarchy levels close to the root are demanding because multiple overwriting visual updates have to be made. Not only it is a challenge to have a fast running algorithm but the design of the visual update pattern is even more demanding as the user can easily be confused. An open research direction is to use
process chunking in this case to have uncertain but more stable hier-
archies throughout the progression with less distracting visual update
patterns. This however, leads to possible non-deterministic hierarchies
depending on the sampling order. Therefore, the open research space
for progressive hierarchical visualizations is larger than for all other
visualization categories.

D NETWORK VISUALIZATION

Network visualizations represent connections be-
tween data points. The goal is to understand global
and local relations between entities [100]. Each en-
tity can be a multidimensional data point, but the
key feature in this category is the linking information
between the entities. The most common techniques
to visualize these relations are node-link diagrams
or adjacency matrices [9, 68]. Progressive network
visualizations are similar to dynamic networks [8] in the sense that data
changes over time. Although progressive approaches can use estab-
lished solutions from dynamic networks, there are also new challenges.
This category has only five approaches and all of them use a node-
link representation. The exploration of progressive adjacency matrices
remains an open research direction.

D.1 Progressive Processing

Here, we focus on describing the sampling strategies used to progres-
sively visualize a large network. Two publications in this category
handle the sampling progression for the network chronologically, as for
dynamic graphs [26, 93]. One article introduces a hierarchical support
structure to guide the sampling process [6] while another lets the user
select nodes to expand the network [95]. The fifth approach samples
the dataset based on user selections in other views [90].

Constraints to Data Chunking

For network visualization, data chunking is used to update the topo-
logical structure over time in all cases. This is similar to dynamic
graphs, and the surveyed articles follow established approaches from
this domain. Three out of four articles use data chunking to update
the graph visualization with new data, while the layout is computed on-the-fly with a process chunking approach [6, 26, 93].

Constraints to Process Chunking

Frishman et al. [26] take a deeper look into the layout computation and
propose a fast layout algorithm with a process chunking design. They
try to maintain a global structure of the graph after new data chunks are
added to preserve the mental map of the user. Another approach uses a
node-link diagram to show the similarity between data in a progressive
context [90]. For a given user selection, the diagram shows the entities
and their similarity. The similarity measure can be edited by the user,
and the node-link diagram is updated accordingly.

Custom Chunking

None of the publications with network visualizations uses custom
chunking. However, the separate usage of data and process chunking
is very established in this category. Dynamic layout computation with
process chunking and topological progression with data chunks are
utilized by most of the publications.

D.2 Data Domain

Known End

Two approaches have a known end in the data domain. One pre-
computes a hierarchical data structure to separate large graphs into
sub-graphs [6] while the other stores the neighborhoods of nodes [95].
Then, the graph can be explored progressively by loading selected data
chunks or neighborhoods of nodes on demand.

Unknown End

The other publications have an unknown end in the data domain. Thus,
the layout of the graph has to be dynamic to adjust itself to the new
data. The challenge, in this case, is to preserve the layout when each
new data chunk is loaded [26]. The already existing nodes should stay
as close as possible to their original position to support visual stability.
However, this might lead to a sub-optimal layout after many new data
chunks have been loaded. Some approaches use force-directed layouts,
i.e. non-deterministic simulations with a termination criterion [90, 93].

D.3 Visual Update Pattern

The visual update pattern for network visualization is very consistent
across all publications.

Extension

Extension is used to add new links or nodes to the graph or add new
rows and columns to an adjacency matrix. However, in our survey, we
did not find any approach using matrices to visualize networks.

Overwrite

The positions and visual attributes of the nodes and links are overwrit-
ten as new progressive chunks are processed. In the dynamic graph
literature, there are also cases using extension to show multiple snap-
shots of the network over time. This takes a considerable amount of
display space but offers different analysis approaches. For progressive
network visualization, this case was not explored and remains an open
research avenue.

D.4 Key Properties

Uncertainty Visualization

Only one of the surveyed publications used uncertainty indicators in
their network visualization by showing fading lines from nodes [95].
This indicates that there are more connections that can be sampled on
demand. In theory, uncertainty can be visualized by adding a visual
indicator to nodes, links, or matrix cells. Examples are fuzzy nodes or
an uncertainty color map for matrix cells.

Interaction & Steering

One of the approaches used network visualization to steer the progres-
sion [95]. For the others the interactivity is limited to the selection
of nodes and links and the manual change of the layout by dragging
nodes.

Visual Stability

Layout stability over time is important for progressive network visu-
alization [26, 32]. A major difficulty is preserving the visual stability
when updating the layout of the graph or the order inside matrices,
especially if the data domain is unknown and layouts cannot be pre-
computed. It is necessary to prevent an overwhelming number of
animations on updates to stabilize the mental map of the user.

Real-time Processing

Because the layout computation is often running in parallel to new
incoming data chunks, the computation has to be fast. The focus on real-
time processing is important, as shown by Frishman et al. [26]. That
is also why many other approaches use the fast force-directed layout
algorithm. But this algorithm is not capable of generating readable
layouts for very large graphs, often resulting in hairball layouts.

D.5 Challenges

Network visualizations are rarely explored in progressive visualization
research. This may be due to the already thoroughly researched area
of dynamic network visualizations, which is close to the progressive
use case. Often, process chunking approaches are used in this context,
where a layout is improved over time. Data chunking however is a
different challenge. Adding new nodes and links to a network with
an extension update pattern is not complicated at the first glance but
the overwriting update that has to be made to the complete layout of
the network has to be designed carefully. There has to be a balance between preserving the initial layout and the mental map of the user versus the optimal layout for the current data. Especially, if we have an unknown end, the layout and the incremental changes can not be pre-computed. We think that sophisticated evaluations are needed to determine an optimal balance. Another remark is that uncertainty is almost not used in progressive network visualization but important to highlight the ongoing progression for the user. This is an open research direction, in which it would be interesting to analyze the usage of known approaches [83] transfer to progressive approaches. Finally, there is a considerable challenge if networks are dynamic in time and large in space. Then, a progressive approach has to be applied to the time dimension and the topological dimension (see Section 6).

E Multidimensional Visualization

Multidimensional data can be found in many domains. Due to the high number of dimensions, it is difficult to identify patterns or correlations directly. A core technique to visualize this data type is dimensionality reduction [18]. The reduced data is commonly visualized with 2D or 3D scatterplots or parallel coordinate plots. Many progressive approaches focus on computationally intensive dimension-reduction algorithms to show early results.

Multidimensional data can also be visualized in multiple views, each focusing on a different dimension. In our survey, 33 out of 47 publications deal with multidimensional data, and 18 out of them are splitting the dimensions into different views using multiple visualization types. In this section, we want to focus on the remaining 15 publications, which primarily use one visualization to display multidimensional data because the other 18 are already mentioned in their respective visualization category. Most of these publications use scatterplots, and only a few employ bar charts or box plots.

E.1 Progressive Processing

Here, we focus on describing the sampling strategies used, which have a direct influence on the other categories.

Constraints to Data Chunking

In a multidimensional data chunking scenario, data is usually too large to be displayed at once. Therefore, sampling is used in all publications we surveyed. However, it is interesting that up to 2018, mainly random sampling is used [23, 43]. Exceptions are cases when the sampling was determined by streamed data chunks [36] or by user-defined parameters [110]. Only one approach by Jo et al. [44] addressed the sampling challenge. They implemented safeguards that are tested when the user formulates intermediate hypotheses in the early stages of the progression. Thereby, the user knows if the assumptions still apply after more data is processed. Another approach by Hografer et al. [37] proposes a combination of default uniform sampling enhanced with steering-by-example. In this case, data selections by the user formulate an example that steers the sampling strategy. Overall, the research for multidimensional sampling strategies intensifies, while many challenges remain.

Constraints to Process Chunking

All of the publications with multidimensional process chunking are working with dimensionality reduction. Many of the most common dimensionality reduction algorithms have been modified to run progressively, including MDS [104], tSNE [45, 74], and UMAP [50]. Each of these algorithms has its specific sampling strategy that was adapted to be progressive. Steerable, progressive MDS is the oldest of these publications and uses random sampling but allows the user to select regions of interest to refine first [104]. Progressive tSNE samples the neighborhood and allows the user to set a range parameter to steer the progression [74]. Progressive UMAP uses a negative sampling approach from Word2Vec and solves the long initial delay of the algorithm by making it possible to add new data points progressively [50].

Finally, one approach enhanced the progressive MDS, tSNE, and k-means approaches with an interactive way to modify the data during the progression [49]. It is possible to move data points to other locations inside the visualization, and the algorithm will adapt to changes. The user can also fix a class label during a k-means clustering, and the algorithm will react to this input.

Custom Chunking

In the multidimensional category, only one of the publications uses data and process chunking together [7], which shows that the approaches have specialized in either direction. This approach, however, uses chunking methods for different parts of the system. Data chunking is used to load new Twitter data chunks, and then tSNE runs on a set amount of process chunks. Three remarkable ideas go beyond a hybrid of data and process chunking and motivate us to add the broader category of custom chunking.

Wong et al. present a solution to handle large data streams with MDS [105]. They look at the rate of incoming data to decide based on how the chunking process is performed. If the influx is low, MDS is used to re-process the entire dataset when new information arrives. If the influx is higher than the processing rate of the system, the MDS process is interrupted, and a custom sliding window approach is executed. The sliding window updates the visualization with the new information, and then an accumulated error is computed. The sliding window is applied until the accumulated error reaches a threshold. Then, the influx rate is checked again.

Stolper et al. propose a progressive Sequential Pattern Mining (SPAM) algorithm that has a custom queue [89]. The algorithm searches data for frequent event sequences with a depth-first traversal. The authors changed this to a breadth-first traversal for their progressive implementation. The algorithm reports patterns from shortest to longest, giving an overview of short but frequent patterns. Another feature they introduce is a queue with all the sub-patterns found during the breadth-first traversal. The user can interact with the queue and decide where the sampling should continue. It is also possible to prune parts of the queue, reducing the computation load. This promising feature could also be adopted in other domains in the future.

The third custom chunking approach by Giachè et al. proposes a dual computation system [27]. A dynamic system progressively computes data chunks and synchronizes with a stable system at certain stages. If such a stage is reached, the user gets a notification to load the new data or continue with the current analysis. This is especially useful in use cases with large data sources where frequent progressive updates would slow down the workflow of the user. The combination of a stable system that grants the user smooth interactivity and fast response times with a dynamic system that handles the heavy computational load is a promising idea for future research.

E.2 Data Domain

Most approaches have a known data domain end, except for the non-deterministic dimension reduction algorithms.

Known End

Many publications make use of the known data domain and pre-compute data structures for sampling strategies [89] or steering recommendations [15]. Also, the straightforward feature of showing a progress bar is possible but only utilized by a few approaches [23, 37, 44].

Unknown End

The non-deterministic dimension reduction algorithms are highly dependent on the initialization and different parameters that can be set by the user. Also, the orientation of the 2D space varies for different executions, which makes it difficult to compare results [49].

E.3 Visual Update Pattern

The variety of visual update patterns is larger than for other categories. From the 15 multidimensional visualizations, 6 only use an overwriting pattern and 2 only an extension pattern, while 7 use both patterns.
Extension
The most common visual extension pattern is the addition of new data points to a scatter plot and the extension of the visual domain if the data is beyond the current view [37, 89].

Overwrite
Overwriting update patterns are more common as it is not feasible to show snapshots of progressive dimension reduction algorithms on one screen [50]. Usually, the updates are added with an animation effect to make it easier for the user to follow [44].

E.4 Key Properties
Uncertainty Visualization
Uncertainty is only shown in approaches with a known end in the data domain. The most common indicators are box plots [23] and bar charts with an opacity gradient [44]. Heatmaps are another indicator underlying scatterplots to show a trend of processed or unprocessed data [7, 89].

Interaction & Steering
Most of the multidimensional approaches use steering and interaction. We highlight a few novel ideas which stand out. One publication shows a processing queue for the progression, and the user is able to rearrange the order or prune computations [89]. Another article computes different metrics in the background and then gives user analysis recommendations and steering suggestions [15]. Finally, one approach presents a general way to extract information from selected data items to use them as an example to steer the sampling progress [37].

Visual Stability
Visual stability is not mentioned by many of the multidimensional approaches. Especially for dimension reduction algorithms, the visual changes at the start of the progression are large [49, 50]. For scatter and box plots, it is much easier to update the visualization and preserve the user’s mental map.

Real-time Processing
A focus on real-time processing is almost non-existent. Only three approaches that deal with data streams have requirements and recommendations on computation speed [36, 43, 105]. All other publications deal with large multidimensional data sources with the goal of reducing the long computation times from several minutes to below one minute.

E.5 Challenges
Overall, the most used category for progressive visualizations is multidimensional, with 33 out of 47 publications. In 18 cases, the multiple dimensions are broken down into separate, linked visualizations to enhance the view of the data. The benefit of introducing progression to multidimensional data is shown by the number of articles. The challenge to process large multidimensional datasets is tackled by many contributions and they show how progressive visualizations benefit the user in the form of steering capabilities and computation time. While process chunking supported many algorithms in delivering fast early results, the new progressive algorithms suffer from being unstable in the beginning, resulting in frequent overwriting update patterns which can confuse the user. It is a challenge to find the optimal balance between update frequency and the amount of visual change that needs to be made. If the visual change is minimal, the update frequency might be set higher. Data chunking requires a sampling strategy that somehow covers the relevant information in the first chunks to ensure that meaningful partial results are delivered early. There is a large potential for machine learning applications as many ML techniques are based on stochastic gradient descent algorithms that are progressive in essence. Watching an ML algorithm unfolding progressively is informative [40] and could play a role comparable to explainable AI [91].

F FIELD VISUALIZATION

Field visualization has a long research history [10] and is found in many important domains, such as medical imaging and climate simulation. Depending on the dimensions of the data points, fields are also called scalar fields, vector fields, or tensor fields. There are many ways to visualize this data in 2D and 3D, for example, with geometric glyphs, flow glyphs, isolines, isosurfaces, and streamlines.

In our literature research, we found 8 publications related to progressive visualization, which make use of field visualizations. They include velocity field, streamlet, scatter plot, isosurface visualizations, and also persistence diagrams. However, all of the approaches focus on a specific research or theory topic; none of them provides a multi-view visualization and only a few an interactive prototype. A related form of field visualization in 3D is direct volume rendering. However, this is out of the scope of this report. Nonetheless, we give a brief overview in Section 7.

F.1 Progressive Processing
Here, we focus on describing the sampling strategies used to deal with large multidimensional field data. The sampling strategy varies strongly because approaches heavily optimize special formats of the input data.

Constraints to Data Chunking
Two approaches use data chunking with a client-server infrastructure to process the large data sources on multiple workstations independently [61, 102]. The partial results are sent in data chunks to be combined in the visualization. One approach encodes the partial results with a significance map to include uncertainty information, which would later be overwritten by more significant chunks [61]. Another approach even uses coverage sampling, like Halton or Hammersley sequences, to generate separate renderings of scatterplots [33]. The separate scatterplots are then overlayed during the progression. The fourth approach with data chunking performs a grid-based sub-sampling on multi-hierarchy data [99]. The data chunks are sampled in hierarchical order until a convergence threshold is reached or the user interrupts the process.

Constraints to Process Chunking
All five publications in this category use a simulation or optimization approach. The first approach progressively computes a 3D hierarchy on a scalar or vector field [62]. The partitioning progresses until an approximation error threshold is reached. A second article also makes use of quality metrics to steer the progression. The authors progressively compute Wasserstein barycenters by using accuracy and persistence metrics [98]. Another approach simulates hurricanes and writes that sampling is not a crucial part of the process but rather the positioning of the seed points [102]. The fourth has a similar seed point approach for finding fibers in medical data and aggregating them to streamlines [86]. The fifth article uses a 2D planar sampling grid with Kriging interpolation for scattered data [16]. The Kriging interpolation is implemented in a progressive way so that the user can change weights interactively via a supporting parallel coordinates visualization.

Custom Chunking
In the field category, only one publication uses both data and process chunking [102]. However, the chunking methods are used in different parts of the system and do not qualify for a custom chunking approach. There are no interweaved forms or special chunking conditions comparable to the other custom chunking solutions we have found.

F.2 Data Domain
The data domain for field visualizations is directly coupled to the result being deterministic or non-deterministic. In all cases, the initial dataset is fully known, and different algorithms are applied.
Known End
The approaches with a deterministic result produce the same outputs with different sampling strategies. They parallelize the progression or define the quality metrics so that the same final result is achieved [33, 61, 62, 102].

Unknown End
For non-deterministic results, the sampling order or initial state is important. A simulation is dependent on the initial seed [102], or an optimization with gradient descent techniques is capable of falling into local optima due to the sampling strategy [98, 99].

F.3 Visual Update Pattern
The visual update pattern is very consistent across all publications in this category, with all of them using overwriting updates with a few exceptions of extension.

Extension
The exceptions are when new visual elements are added during an optimization process, like new markers in persistence diagrams [98, 99]. Or when separate data chunks are processed in parallel and then put together via superposition [33, 62].

Overwrite
All field visualizations we surveyed use overwriting update patterns. Each approach with optimization or parallel data processing stacks the new results over the other. Previous results are fully replaced [16] with a transition to their new position [98, 99, 102].

F.4 Key Properties
Uncertainty Visualization
Uncertainty is visualized in different ways for fields. Some of the approaches have clear quality metrics and can visualize with shape or color [61, 62]. Others can not provide a quality metric and visualize the convergence of the results with supporting scatterplots [98, 99]. One approach uses superposed scatterplots and applies blending and splatting to approximate the continuous density function [33]. Finally, Siddiqui et al. provide interactive features to explore the uncertainty of their streamline visualization for medical data [86].

Interaction & Steering
Interaction and steering are not present in older publications. Recent approaches add interactive visualizations to steer the sampling and refine regions of interest [16]. Others achieve performance speed-ups to approximate barycenters in interactive times and allow the user to interrupt the algorithm without losing previous results.

Visual Stability
The surveyed publications do not explicitly mention visual stability in their visualizations. However, the idea of superposition is an intuitive approach to preserving visual stability [33]. Also, all of the articles use an overwriting update pattern that preserves the mental map, e.g., by animation in an optimization scenario [98, 102].

Real-time Processing
Real-time processing or responses in interactive times are important for all publications. For each article, it is one of the main contributions to improve the computation speed or present faster results to users.

F.5 Challenges
The publications in this field have a different focus compared to the other visualization categories. There are more contributions that tackle the challenge of improving computation speed and creating interruptible algorithms. However, there are far fewer interactive prototypes to be used by domain experts, an open research challenge that is due to the often very large datasets used in field visualization. And with that comes the task to design interaction and steering for the visualization and evaluating the benefit of the progressiveness. A major challenge is also the application of data chunking approaches with an unknown end. Currently, all approaches work with complete data sets and can estimate the progress of the computation. New solutions will have to be found for the design of visualizations and visual update patterns to be adaptive for an unknown end in the data domain.

6 Multi-Category Combinations and Progressive Dimensions
Above, we have categorized all the related work on progressive visualizations. The approaches had specific visualizations, progressive processing methods, data domains, and visual update patterns. However, most of them had a focus on one data dimension, e.g., time or geo-spatial, and the progression was oriented along this dimension. But it is also possible to have a visualization that has two progressive dimensions, like a large dynamic graph. The progression has to cover changes over time and also changes in topology while progressively loading the large graph for one point in time. There are many other use cases since the combination of any visualization category with temporal data is possible. This is also in line with the taxonomy by Munzner [65] that shows how temporal dynamics can be applied to all other data types. It is also possible to have combinations of other categories besides temporal, but we did not find any related research. However, in many combination cases, one of the visualization types or progression dimension plays the leading role in the analysis goal and thus can make use of the findings from the dominant visualization category.

The research in this direction is limited, but we think it is important as more multidimensional data with multiple progressive directions emerge in the future. We found only one publication that explores this, though it does not combine the dimensions in one progression. Badam et al. process a Twitter data stream in chronological order and visualize the data with a tSNE approach [7]. The temporal progression from the text data dimension and the topological progression from the similarity dimension are not merged. The authors introduce a waiting time for the twitter data until the tSNE has computed a layout based on interactive parameters. This idea is a first attempt at a multi-category progression, but more research in this direction is needed.

7 Progressive Visualization in Other Research Domains
In this section, we highlight progressive approaches that do not fit in the scope of this survey but provide interesting ideas that could be adopted for data analysis workflows. The progression in the following articles is mostly prepared in a preprocessing step to streamline the execution. This also means that the progression is fixed and will always play out in the same way. Progressive visualization or presentation has a long research history in multimedia. 3D rendering in general, but also for video games, augmented reality, and virtual reality that need progressive data structures to save computation resources. Early approaches show progressive refinements for volume rendering to have a fast but coarse representation [54]. Rendering frameworks were extended with progressive ideas to enhance the process [70]. Many video games make use of this by creating level-of-detail (LOD) hierarchies to show far-away objects with less detail and only near objects with the highest level of detail [60].

Different image formats like JPEG were developed to allow progressive loading of the information [28], and multiple loading schemes were evaluated to find the best way to present the image on load [31]. Similar ideas were applied to video encoding [107] and the generation of progressive text descriptions for videos [106]. Finally, the research domain for rendering is still very actively making use of progressive approaches for volume rendering [13, 24, 25], isosurface propagation [58], and virtual reality approaches for surgery [46].

8 Evaluation
Evaluation is important to verify and validate the contributions in publications. Lam et al. [53] mention seven scenarios of evaluations used in visualization. Table 1 summarizes the articles on PV that relate to each scenario.
Progressive approaches demand more evaluation metrics compared to non-progressive ones. These metrics relate to algorithms and humans. For algorithms, they are about controlling the trade-off between time and quality while maintaining low latency. They also relate to providing a useful assessment of progressive uncertainty. For humans, they are about maintaining perceptive, cognitive, and decision-making capabilities, in addition to the capability to assess progressive uncertainty (see Section 2).

Algorithm Evaluation

For quantitative evaluation, competitive analysis can be used, as with online algorithms [11], assuming the algorithm runs to the end. Competitive analysis measures how much slower an online algorithm is compared to its eager counterpart. Similarly, a progressive algorithm can be compared to its eager counterpart. It is used by Chen et al. [14], who, like other articles, acknowledge that this measure is misleading for progressive systems.

One important assumption of progressive systems is that a useful result can be obtained before the algorithm runs to completion. In that case, a good measure is when the quality of the progressive algorithm is good enough to make a decision, and what is the chance of making a bad decision then? Answering these questions requires statistics that belong to the family of sequential analysis [101] used by [71]. A few articles also use traditional tests but acknowledge they are inaccurate [44, 71].

User Performance and Experience

For qualitative evaluation, new methods have to be developed. The metric should consider the trade-off between time and quality, rating how fast and accurate the decision-making process is, but also how confident users are making the decision. The goal is to evaluate the cognitive process of the user to document the qualitative value and possible pitfalls of the progressive approach. Most of the approaches in our survey resort to established evaluation methods.

Users also need to deal with the visual instability inherent to some progressive algorithms; they need to detect important changes during the progression but avoid being distracted by unimportant changes. Jo et al. [45] mention a strategy where their progressive tSNE algorithm notifies the user that triggering a new “exaggeration” phase would improve the overall quality but change the layout and potentially disrupt the user’s mental map. More work is needed to find strategies, interactive or not, to address progressive instability issues.

Two articles also mention speculative exploration [44, 64] when users assume (speculate) that what the progressive visualization shows at some point will remain valid; users continue exploring with that assumption in mind. This saves time if the assumption is true, but needs potentially expensive counter-measures to detect that the assumption does not hold and to forget the insights found with the false assumption in mind. This issue is specific to progressive visualization and needs more research to understand how humans can forget some of their insights.

Progressive uncertainty visualization is important [35, 89] but has only been tackled for simple visualizations such as bar charts [22, 35, 71] or using an aggregated “quality” measure [7]. More work is needed to support it for general progressive visualization techniques; classical uncertainty visualization techniques [69] might work but are not applicable to all the visualization techniques yet and have not been evaluated in a progressive setting when the uncertainty changes dynamically.

Categorization

We documented which types of evaluations were performed in the publications. After an aggregation step, we categorized the evaluations into the following seven types: The most used evaluation method is the user performance evaluation (31). This covers use cases and non-expert user evaluations with a focus on interviews, task completion tests, or perception and cognition tasks. The second most used evaluation type is algorithm evaluation, with 23 publications. Many approaches report a speed-up in computation and validate this with a technical evaluation compared to other state-of-the-art approaches. Nine publications made user experience evaluations by going deeper into the application domain and testing their tool with experts in their workflow. The evaluation of data analysis and decision-making was part of seven publications. They analyzed how progressive visualization can improve the early decision-making process. The evaluation types “Understanding Environments and Work Practices”, “Evaluating Communication through Visualization”, and “Evaluating Collaborative Data Analysis” are not addressed in the reviewed literature and remain one of the research gaps for PVA. The categorization for each article can be accessed in our visual survey browser at visualsurvey.net/pva.

9 Discussion and Conclusion

9.1 Statistics

In this section, we summarize the most evident trends based on our taxonomy and the categorization of publications seen in Table 2. Overall, the publication rate for progressive visualizations is on an upwards trend, with 8 publications from 1999 to 2009, 29 from 2010 to 2019, and already 11 from 2020 to 2023. Most of the articles use multidimensional data and visualizations (33 out of 48). However, more than half of those (18) split the dimensions and use different linked visualizations. The least used progressive visualization types are hierarchical and network visualizations. For progressive processing, more approaches use data chunking than process chunking (37 vs. 22). Similarly, but more interesting, 36 approaches use datasets with a known end compared to 17 approaches with an unknown end in the data domain. For the other categories, the differences are not significant, except that steering is most often added as a key property (35 out of 48), while uncertainty and real-time processing are rarely used (20 or 10 out of 48).

9.2 Discussion

Our literature review showed that there are many open research questions in progressive visualization. In general, for progressive approaches, new ideas and methods for the presentation of the research
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Visualization</th>
<th>Processing</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Key Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Data Analysis [34]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVITA [61]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic data streams [105]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Scalar- and Vectorfield [62]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidimensional Scaling [104]</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket of text into a pipe [36]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Graph Drawing [26]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Hierarchies [79]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Graph Exploration [95]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Visualization [102]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Splatting [33]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust Me, I’m Partially Right [23]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel coordinates [80]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisReduce [41]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model for Incremental Vis [3]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Surfaces [16]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-driven visual exploration [89]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive in! [29]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online text streams [57]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Model Incremental Vis [82]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Analytics Processes [92]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steerable tSNE [74]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering the craft [7]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’ve Seen “Enough” [77]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Discovery [110]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepeyes [73]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swifttuna [43]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIVE [49]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling for scalable VA [52]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFlow [56]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Mining [78]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Graph Explorations [6]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental Evaluation [27]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netcapvis [93]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proreveal [44]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS [55]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datasite [15]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasserstein Barycenters [98]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMAP [50]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming performance [48]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProBGP [94]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid-based Scatterplots [14]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion Tensor Imaging [86]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar Field Topology [99]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware System Monitoring [84]</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering-by-Example [37]</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Topic Refinement [90]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEViz [109]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum: 48</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>14 11 5 3 8 37 22 3 36 17 33 43 20 35 24 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
results would be helpful. For the reader of the publications, it is difficult to imagine the progressive behavior of the approach if there is no video, online prototype, or animation. Some articles provide links, but it would be beneficial to allow the inclusion of new types of media in PDFs, like animated images or videos. We identified multiple research gaps on different levels of detail. While we described the individual research challenges from each visualization type in Section 5, there are some general challenges that we want to highlight here:

- Update and overview of current libraries: Most of the popular visualization libraries are not designed for progressive updates; they are difficult to configure or provide inappropriate mechanisms to deal with the progressive updates.
- Visual stability and accuracy: several visualization techniques can dramatically change their appearance when updated progressively, e.g., tree maps and sorted bar charts. There is currently no general approach to mitigate this issue.
- Visualization design: Designing progressive visualization is different for each use case. Every combination of our taxonomy categories has visual mappings that are more appropriate. For example, if the end is unknown mapping color on a category is not recommended as it may have too many values at the end of the progression. A exhaustive study is necessary to evaluate visual mappings for progressive visualization.
- Evaluation: As outlined above, many visualization techniques have not been used in a progressive setting and require design adjustments backed by evaluations. The evaluation of progressive approaches would also benefit from research on new metrics and streamlining sequential testing methods. Additionally, it would be interesting to evaluate the difference of insights a user gets by using data chunking vs. process chunking.

9.3 Conclusion
We surveyed literature on progressive visualization and derived a new taxonomy. Our taxonomy is based on findings from other taxonomies and extended by features specific to progressive approaches. We provided detailed descriptions of the categorization of the surveyed publications and highlight open research questions. We also reported on the application areas of the articles and discussed present and future evaluation methods for progressive applications. With our survey, the current research state for progressive visualizations is condensed summarized and hopefully supports the research community to investigate the various open challenges.

Progressive visualization is one of the few paradigms that can scale up. Further findings in terms of data size, and visual analytics in terms of analytics complexity and power. More research should be devoted to making it usable for the many application domains requiring scalability. There are many opportunities in both research and application to transferring existing methods to different data types and to more visualization techniques. This survey describes most of the inspiration to start from. Finally, we have not addressed the progressive analytics aspect, which is another wide world that needs more research and experiments too. When more progressive visual analytics methods are developed, their results will be progressive visualizations that will remain a fundamental component of scalable data exploration.
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